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BC’S CURRICULUM:  A REDESIGN 

 
At the October Parent Advisory Council (PAC) meeting I gave a brief presentation outlining why our 
curriculum has been redesigned.  Below is a summary of the main points from the BC Ministry of 
Education.  We invite you to attend the November PAC meeting as we continue the conversation 
around the redesigned curriculum. 
 
Today we live in a state of constant change.  It is a technology-rich world where communication is 
instant and information is immediately accessible.  The way we interact with each other personally, 
socially, and at work has changed forever.  Knowledge is growing rapidly in many domains,      
creating new information and possibilities.  This is the world our students are entering. 
 
British Columbia’s curriculum is being redesigned to respond to this demanding world our students 
are entering, and also to reflect what  we currently know about how our students learn.  After     
consulting experts in the field, both locally and around the world, the conclusion is that the        
curriculum must be learner-centred, flexible and maintain a focus on literacy and numeracy, while 
supporting deeper learning through concept-based and competency-driven approaches. 
 

(source: BC Ministry of Education) 
 
 

The Curriculum Model 
 
The curriculum is made up of three elements:   
 

 Content: what students are expected to know 

 Curricular Competencies: what students are expected to do 

 Big Ideas: what students are expected to understand 

 
Teachers combine the three elements in ways they see fit to personalize learning in their         
classrooms.   
 
Where before the major emphasis was on content – what students are expected to know – in the 
redesigned curriculum what the students are able to do and understand is given more importance. 
 
Let’s use the new Applied Skills, Design and Technologies curriculum to explore this new model for 
the curriculum and the focus on doing and understanding. 

 

 

CARDBOARD TAKES OVER  
BRENTWOOD PARK 

 

It’s true … everywhere you look, there 
are stashes of cardboard of all sizes and 
shapes … cereal boxes, egg cartons, 
paper towel rolls, refrigerator boxes … if 
It’s made of cardboard, chances are 
you’ll find it in any and every room in our 
school. The students and staff of Brent-
wood Park are participating in the Global 
Cardboard Challenge, “an annual event 
presented by the Imagination Foundation 
that celebrates child creativity and the 
role communities can play in fostering it. 
T h e  Ca rd b o a rd  Cha l l e ng e  i s  a n            
opportunity for children to play and learn 
by using simple materials to build the 

things they imagine. It: 

 let’s children explore their interests and 

passions 

 teaches valuable “21st Century”  skills 
like critical thinking, resourcefulness, 

perseverance and teamwork 

 bring communities tighter to foster and 

celebrate child creativity” 

 

source: cardboardchallenge.com) 

 

We encourage you to speak to your child 
about his/her ideas, process, construction 
and learning. We  would like to invite 
f a m i l i e s  t o  v i s i t  t h e i r                        
children's classrooms on Friday   
November 18th from 1:30-2:50 pm.  We 
look forward to seeing you.  
 
Read on to see how the Cardboard  
Challenge relates to the redesigned BC 
curriculum, and to learn more about the 
n e w  A p p l i e d  Sk i l l s ,  De s i g n  a n d          

Technologies curriculum. 

file://18LSS/18%20Community$/Community/cardboardchallenge.com
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Applied Skills, Design and Technology (ADST) (source: BC Ministry of Education) 
 
The ability to design and make, acquire skills as needed, and apply technologies is important in the world today and a key aspect of educating citizens for the 
future.  Students in Kindergarten to Grade 5 will have opportunities to develop foundations in ADST within the existing curriculum.  This means that there is 
no specific Content (know) but rather teachers integrate the Big Ideas (understand) and Curricular Competencies (do) into other areas of the curriculum. For 
example, as part of a study of communities, a teacher might invite students to design/create a playground for a community that allows for wheelchair access.  
Specific content knowledge is expected for Grades 6-12 and includes learning standards for the four existing Applied Skills disciplines (business education, 
home economics, information technology and technology education) and for new and emerging fields such as media arts. 

 

Big Ideas: 

 

 

Curricular Competencies: 
 

The curricular competencies are organized to reflect the general stages of designing and making.  In kindergarten to Grade 3, the stages are simplified: 

 ideating: forming ideas 

 making: choose tools and materials to make a product 

 sharing: demonstrate their product, tell the story of designing and making the product and explain how its contribution 
 
 

As students progress through the intermediate grades, other stages are added in as appropriate: 

 understanding context: knowing the end-user of your product 

 defining: identify main objective for design, key features, user requirements, etc. 

 prototyping: outline general plan and construct first version of the product, making changes as needed 

 testing: test product and gather feedback; make changes and test again until satisfied 
 
Throughout the curriculum there is an emphasis on using materials, tools and technologies in a safe manner, and with an awareness of the safety of others, 

in both physical and digital environments. 

 

  Kindergarten – Gr. 3 Gr. 4-5 Gr. 6-8 

Applied design design grow out of natural curiosity designs can be improved with          
prototyping and testing 

design can be responsive to identified 
needs 

Applied skills skills can be developed through play skills are developed through practice, 
effort and action 

complex tasks require the acquisition 
of additional skills 

Applied 

technologies 

technologies are tools that extend hu-
man capabilities 

the choice of technology and tools de-
pends on the task 

complex tasks may require multiple 
tools and technologies 

 

ADST AND THE CARDBOARD CHALLENGE AT BRENTWOOD PARK:  DIVISION 2, MRS. KEELER’S GRADE 6/7 

Cardboard Challenge Celebration of Learning:  Friday November 18th.  Families are invited to explore from 1:30 to 2:50 p.m. 

https://curriculum.gov.bc.ca/curriculum/applied-design-skills-and-technologies/introduction
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CURRICULUM REDESIGN:   Frequently Asked Questions 

 

What is provincial curriculum? 

 The British Columbia provincial curriculum defines for teachers what students are expected to know and be able to do in their grade and area of learning. 

It provides the learning standards for students in BC schools. 

 

Why is BC’s curriculum changing? 

 In today’s technology-enabled world, students have instant access to a limitless amount of information. For all students, the great value of education is in 

learning the skills to successfully locate, analyze, and apply the information they need in their work and personal lives after they graduate. 

 Experts from BC and around the world advise that curriculum should put more emphasis on concepts, competencies, and processes. 

 The existing curriculum can restrict student learning because it has so many objectives to cover. The highly prescriptive nature of the existing curriculum 

puts it at odds with the vision of a more personalized learning experience set out in BC’s Education Plan. 

 

How is curriculum changing? 

 Drawing on extensive research and ongoing consultations with educators across the province, the Ministry of Education is redesigning curriculum to fit 

with the modern education system that is needed for today’s world. The curriculum redesign aims to: 

  * reduce the prescriptiveness of the existing curriculum while ensuring a consistent focus on the essential elements of learning 

  * allow teachers and students the flexibility to personalize the learning experience to better match each student’s individual strengths and needs 

  * balance the foundational skills that students need to learn with the “big ideas” or concepts that they need to understand to succeed in their  

      education and their lives  

 Curriculum is being designed to support development of critical thinking, communication skills, and personal and social competence. 

 

What will be the same? 

 There will continue to be rigorous learning standards in each area of learning. 

 There will continue to be an emphasis in all grades on the fundamentals of literacy and numeracy. Subjects such as Math, Science, Language Arts, and 

Social Studies will remain at the heart of every student’s education. But with the redesigned curriculum, students will be ab le to develop a deeper       

understanding of those subjects and their fundamental concepts. 

 Curriculum is now and will continue to be designed for the majority of students; classroom teachers will continue to adapt or modify standards for selected 

students as appropriate. 

 

What will be different? 

 All areas of learning are being redesigned at the same time using a common framework. 

 The structure of the redesigned curriculum is more flexible to enable teachers to develop cross-curricular learning experiences for students and take  

advantage of current topics of interest to students. 

 In the redesigned curriculum framework, core competencies — such as critical thinking, communication, and social responsibility — are made explicit. 

 Each area of learning features Big Ideas that are important for students to understand. 

 The curriculum is balanced: it emphasizes core foundational skills while focusing on higher-level conceptual understandings. 

 Standards remain rigorous; however, the new learning standards are more open in nature, making them less rigid, less detailed, and less focused on 

minor facts.  

 Aboriginal perspectives and content have been authentically integrated into every subject. 

 

What are core competencies and how are they related to the curriculum? 

 Core competencies are a set of intellectual, personal and social competencies that students develop through the course of their schooling. 

 The core competency profiles represent a continuum of development from emerging to sophisticated levels. While the development process involved over 

300 educators in 20 school districts, they are at an early stage of development 

 The competency profiles and illustrations are intended as classroom resources for teacher assessment and student self-assessment. 

 Core competencies are embedded in each area of learning and are activated through students’ learning experiences and activities. 
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What are the benefits of the new curriculum? 

 With the redesigned curriculum, students will have increased opportunities to gain the essential learning and life skills necessary to live and work       

successfully in a complex, interconnected, and rapidly changing world. 

 Students will focus on acquiring skills and competencies to help them use knowledge critically and creatively, to solve probl ems ethically and              

collaboratively, and to make the decisions necessary to succeed in our increasingly globalized world. They will be more engaged in their learning, explore 

their passions, and gain important employment skills. 

 

What research supports these directions? 

 Trends in national and international jurisdictions have been reviewed and authorities on curriculum and assessment design have been consulted.     

Transformation work has been informed by a wide variety of researchers, including Sir Ken Robinson, Lynn Erickson, and Grant Wiggins, and            

organizations such as Harvard (Project Zero) and the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development. Many high-achieving jurisdictions 

around the world (e.g., Singapore, Finland) are making similar shifts in their curriculum. 

 BC’s curriculum redesign builds on current child development and learning theories research. Consultations, research, and world authorities all indicate 

that learning is best supported by flexible, competency-driven, concept-based, and inclusive curriculum. 

 As part of the Ministry of Education’s work on core competencies, several researchers were commissioned to summarize the literature in critical thinking, 

creative thinking, and social and personal responsibility. Reference information connected to this aspect of the redesign effort is available on the ministry’s 

website.  

 

Why is Aboriginal content being embedded in the curriculum and what does this look like? 

 Aboriginal perspectives and knowledge are a part of the historical and contemporary foundation of BC and Canada. An important goal in integrating   

Aboriginal perspectives into curriculum is to ensure that all learners have opportunities to understand and respect their own cultural heritage as well as 

that of others.  

 The First Peoples Principles of Learning provided a crucial lens for the teacher teams when drafting curricula, and all curriculum teams included Aboriginal 

representation. The teams put great effort into embedding Aboriginal knowledge and worldviews in the curriculum in authentic, meaningful ways. 

 References to Aboriginal knowledge and worldviews are both explicit and implicit in the redesigned curricula and are evident in the rationale statements, 

goals, learning standards and in some of the elaborations. 

 In some areas of learning, explicit Aboriginal content is included (e.g., information about residential schools in Social Studies; Aboriginal peoples’ uses of 

indigenous plants and animals, or their knowledge of the sky and landscape, in Science). In other areas, there are opportunities to learn about Aboriginal 

people in the local community, for example, or Aboriginal literature. 

 From Kindergarten to graduation, students will experience Aboriginal perspectives and understandings as an integrated part of what they are learning.  

 

Who was involved in the redesign of the curriculum? 

 BC teachers, academic experts, and school district staff have participated directly in the redesign of provincial curriculum. The BC Teachers Federation 

(BCTF) has played a significant role in this work. Teachers from the Federation of Independent Schools Association and the First Nations Schools      

Association also participated in the development work, as well as the Yukon Department of Education and Yukon teachers. 

 Many parents, teachers, and individuals and groups from the public and industry provided feedback on the new K–9 curriculum, using the ministry     

website, email, and other methods of communication to express their views and suggest improvements. 

 More details on the curriculum development process can be found at:  

       curriculum.gov.bc.ca/sites/curriculum.gov.bc.ca/files/pdf/curriculum_development_process.pdf. 

 

What are the implementation timelines? 

 K–9 curriculum is available for voluntary use by teachers in the 2015/16 school year. It will become the official curriculum in the 2016/17 school year.  

 Grade 10–12 curriculum will be available for voluntary use in the 2016/17 school year. It will become the official curriculum in the 2017/18 school year. 

 

Will assessment, evaluation, and reporting be changing? 

 Assessment and reporting methods will need to align with changing emphases in curriculum, such as the assessment of complex thinking skills. 

 Through consultation with the field, the Ministry of Education will redesign assessment and reporting (communicating student learning) requirements to 

align with the other transformation efforts underway in BC. More information will be forthcoming regarding these consultations during the 2015/16 school 

year, with the goal of having new guidelines and policies in place by the 2016/17 school year. 
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YOUNG PEOPLE’S CONCERT SERIES 

 

Divisions 1—9  All performances will be held at the  Michael J. 

Fox Theatre at Burnaby South Secondary School and students 

will be transported by chartered bus to the venue. 

 

KUNDA African Culture & Dance -  Nov 24th @ 9:35am 

KUNDA is a group of international artists, driven to share their 

vibrant heritage through music and dance. 

 

CANADIAN MUSICAL THEATRE CO: The Birth of the CPR - 

Jan  25th @ 1:15pm 

Canada's greatest true adventures come to life as              
actor-musicians recreate pivotal events in hilarious, dramatic 

and magical musicals.  

                                                       

RED SKY PERFORMANCE: Mistatim - Feb 23rd @ 1:15pm 

Red Sky is Canada's leading company of contemporary     
Indigenous (Aboriginal) performance in dance, theatre and 

music.  

 
 
 
 

The Scholastic Book Fair is coming! November 28th to December 2nd   
 
Dear Parents and Families:  
 
The book fair gives you and your children the opportunity to buy carefully selected books and products.  
 
Did you know that for every $10 you spend at the Book Fair, $6 comes directly back as books to the library.  
 
A flyer will be sent home with students before the fair. Be sure to submit the family door prize ballot from the flyer.  
 
This is one of our student’s favorite events, so mark your calendars and plan to visit us (great for seasonal gifts).  
A reminder: the library is closed for circulation during this week.  
 
Book Fair Hours:  
Monday/Wednesday/Thursday 9:00-4:00  
Tuesday 9:00-5:00  
Friday 9:00-12:00 
 
Students will be given the opportunity to visit and make purchases with their own class time, at lunch and after school. Parents and others can visit anytime 
during book fair hours. Thank you for your support.  

 

Daylight Savings Time ends November 6th! 

Remember to turn your clocks back one hour.  

DRESS FOR THE WEATHER 
 

Please ensure that your child has warm clothing and appropriate gear 

(umbrella, boots, hat, water resistant jacket) for the rain.  On most days 

students will be outside for at least 30 minutes during the lunch hour and 15 

minutes during our morning recess.   Students will only be kept indoors 

on days when it is raining heavily.  Otherwise, they are expected to cope 

with the light rain that is common to the Lower Mainland.   

 

PHOTO RETAKES 

Photo retakes will be the morning of 

Thursday November 3rd. This time is for 

absent and new  students, and for those 

who wish to have a RETAKE opportunity.   

GIRLS VOLLEYBALL 

 

Practices are Tuesday afternoons from 3:10-4pm and Thursday mornings from 8-8:45am. 

 

Games: 

Thursday Nov. 3 @ Gilmore 

Thursday Nov. 10 @ Kitchener 

Thursday Nov. 17 @ Brentwood vs. Rosser 

Thursday Nov. 24 — Recreational Playday—location TBA 

 

BOYS VOLLEYBALL 

 

Games: 

Tuesday Nov. 1 @ Gilmore 

Tuesday Nov. 8 @ Kitchener 

Tuesday Nov. 15 @ Brentwood vs. Rosser 

Tuesday Nov. 24 — Recreational Playday—location TBA 

http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=photo+retakes+cartoon+image&view=detailv2&&id=FB3EB8181E2CF8FC29B3B67ED4A1DAA15A120EFB&selectedIndex=11&ccid=d%2fjfpyGm&simid=608054824542666845&thid=OIP.M77f8dfa721a660d1edde1cf8c5f8341bH0
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PAC CORNER 

DIVISION 4 BUSINESS FAIR 

Division 4 is hosting a business fair on December 2nd in room 17 from 9:30 - 1:45 pm., 
however there are no sales during the lunch time. Staff, students, family members and 
members of the Bentwood Park community are invited to our Christmas craft fair. Get 

your Christmas shopping done early by purchasing some affordable but fabulous crafts.   

 

 

 

 

This year’s Christmas Concert dates are: 

 

* Tuesday Dec. 13th @ 1pm & 7pm 

* Wednesday Dec. 14th @ 1pm & 7pm 

Happy November! 
  
“The textbook is not the curriculum; the report card is not assessment.” 
Shared on Twitter by Ms. Lewis Oct. 25, 2016 
  
Thank-you to Ms. Lewis for sharing her insights on the redesign curriculum at our PAC meeting last week. Ms. Lewis spoke about why       
curriculum,  instruction and assessment must change to reflect our rapidly evolving world. The redesigned curriculum is based on the need to 
teach our children to be creative and critical thinkers, capable collaborators and reflective learners. Ms. Lewis is proud of the work Brentwood 
Park teachers are doing and is inspired by our children! Don’t miss Ms. Lewis’s next talk at the November 30th meeting. 
  
Next PAC meeting: Wednesday, November 30th 2016 @ 7:00 PM in the library.  *Please note that child-minding is available for PAC meetings. 
Registration is required and details will be available closer to the date. 
  
Emergency Preparedness: Our next PAC meeting will address the next phase of Brentwood Park’s emergency preparedness spending. We 
will review the committee’s proposal, offer feedback and hope to move ahead in the purchasing of equipment and supplies to ensure our 
school has what it most needs. Please join in the discussion! 
  
Direct Donations: Notices have gone home regarding Direct Donations. This fundraiser offers families an opportunity to donate what they can 
to support our school. All donations made before Nov. 10th will ensure you are entered into a draw to win two front row seats for the Winter 
Concert! Four pairs of seats will be drawn and no waiting in line required!! Donations made online will receive 2 entries per donation. 
  
Gift Cards: Order forms for our Gift Card fundraiser will go home next week. Orders are due Wednesday November 16 th and will be ready for 
pick up (in the office) on Thursday December 1st, 2016. This is a great way to get some Christmas shopping done before December even 
starts! 

Winter Gift Basket Raffle: You will not want to miss the gift baskets this year! We have confirmed donations from Electronic Arts,           
WholeFoods, Garden Works, Granville Island Toy Company, G&F Financial Group, Canucks hockey tickets, Davids Tea, Cioffi's, Microsoft, 
Tickets from VSO, Vancouver Art Gallery (Family Annual Membership) and many more. Gift baskets will be on display during the Winter     

Concert performances. Don’t miss out! 

Thank-you to all those parents who attended the October PAC meeting. With your input, we aim to keep you informed, involved and connected 
to the school and our community. Please email us if you have questions or comments regarding any of the items above. 

  
Sincerely, Margo, Donna, Kamaljeet, Sharron and Connie 
Brentwood Park PAC Executive 

PUMPKIN  CARVING CONTEST WINNERS 

 

Funniest — Hrag C. & Katrina L. 

Scariest —  Jayden D. & Alyssa H. 

Biggest —  Alexandru N. & Aaron L. 

Most Original — Keira L. & Nicholas S. 

Best Fairy Tale Character —  Emma T. & Anthony B. 

Best Cartoon Character — Eric. T. & Teddy C. 

Best TV, Movie or Book Character — Alyssa C. & Anita M. 

Most Intricate Carving — Dane S. & Shauna H. 
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COMMUNITY  INFORMATION 

There are a  LIMITED AMOUNT OF FREE SFU HOCKEY TICKETS available 

at the office for games on Nov. 26, Dec. 2 & 3.  There are 10 child and 5 adult 

tickets for each game available.  First come, first serve . 

 


